cLc Best Practice Examples

Removing barriers and creating new opportunities for learning
Student Voice and Choice
Student Voice is the means by which students articulate their needs and become partners in
their own learning, negotiating ownership with their tutors and collaborators.
Try to avoid token school councils with limited ‘safe’ remits such as uniform, school meals
and playground environment discussions. These can serve to build up trust and demonstrate
to students that their voice is heard before moving on to broader issues concerning school
management, school policies, the curriculum and the recruitment of staff. Here are some
ideas and examples of how UniServity cLc helps support this approach:
Students determining their own learning pathways- Ideas:
• Use forums to share, discuss and decide on learning choices
• Incorporate as much choice into planning. Consider the skills, knowledge and attitudes
before content where appropriate. If these can be developed with different areas of
study of greater appeal or relevance to learners then consider extending learner
options
• Collaborate with other school. Form clusters or 14-19 federations offering extended
choices to learners.
Giving students a voice: learner democracy
• Use surveys for polls and voting, requesting student feedback, anonymous evaluation
of school systems and procedures
• Student owned groups
• Student eMagazines
• Video blogs
• Manage ePortfolios to allow social networking
• Encourage ‘Facebook style’ digital narratives
• Encourage student ePortfolio blogging
• Develop the use of peer assessment as an essential element of all learning

Students at this
school have been
using the cLc to
sharing their feelings
using video blogs,
allowing learners
opportunities to share
personal digital
stories. Students
have also set up their own voting system using the
survey tool to vote for their year 10 representatives on the school council giving every
student an opportunity to serve rather than what can be perceived as a hand picked elite.
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In this example, Year 4 primary
students are shown navigating
their own learning paths within
a unit of work concerning natural phenomena. The learning objectives were not ‘content’
dependent so the teachers used discussion forums as part of their toolkit so that the children
could explore their options in order to give them ownership of the curriculum. This has
proven particularly powerful when working with both disaffected learners and learners whose
personal experience lies outside the traditional curriculum. The teacher allowed students to
form groups looking at each phenomenon. The cLc was then used to publish resources and
findings and students were encouraged to interrogate each other’s work and look for links
with their own.
This school has
developed a student
run magazine that is
published to 72
schools in Hong
Kong, the UK and
Mainland China.
The students have
organised
themselves into an
editorial team and
they are given
curriculum time to
develop their ideas.
The Hong Kong
students are
allowed to miss some of their Mandarin classes as
their teachers see the value of students having
real reasons to write for real audiences and about
material that is significant to them.
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Sample articles from Issue 1:

The eMagazine
includes discussion
forums, surveys, polls
and multimedia clips.
The students are also
monitoring their
readership by tracking
hits on each page of
the magazine. Access
to a global audience
means that the students are now inviting articles from each of the 72 schools in the
UniServity ‘Towards the Olympics’ project. Their success has also earned them an invitation
to the Launch of the UniServity / British Council ‘Climate Cool’ Project where they will be
working with journalists from The South China Morning Post and Hong Kong’s TVB television
channel.
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This example shows a school in West Berkshire confident in its use of the cLc and where
student voice is a highly valued resource. The students have been asked to comment on the
organisation of their school and the quality of teaching, learning opportunities and
assessment.
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